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High hopes for Pinoy
 bodybuilders

 THE Mr. & Ms. Philippines 2005 grand finals on April 30 will
 serve as the qualifying meet to determine members of the national
 bodybuilding team set to compete in two major international
 tournaments later this year.

 The annual search, which has attracted bodybuilders from 350 gyms
 all over the country, will culminate with the grand finals at the Star
 City, CCP Complex.

 Five of the finalists-Nelson Totanes, Angelito Llora, Roderick
 Ternida, Andres Leguarda and Rey Pancho- posed and showed their
 winning form in the weekly PSA Forum at the Manila Pavilion
 yesterday.

 With them in the public sports program backed by Red Bull,
 Circure, Supermax and Pagcor were Luciano Sonny Lim, Philippine
 Federation of Bodybuilders, Inc. president, PFBB secretary-general
 Monica Benipayo and the duo of Manny Martinez and Tobby
 Tanjuatco, representing bodybuilding "godfather" Ernest Escaler.

 In the last Southeast Asian Games in Vietnam, bodybuilding
 produced a silver and bronze medal courtesy of Roman Cortona and
 Alfredo Trazona.

 With the all-out support being given to the sport, Tanjuatco said
 Escaler is optimistic the RP bets could win at least a gold in the four
 events to be disputed in the SEA Games in November.

 "We're very optimistic of our chances in the SEA

 Games. Mr. Escaler always wants a winner," said Tanjuatco,
 adding: "He (Escaler) is not only supporting the athletes' financial
 needs, but the logistics as well like diets, vitamins, foods and other
 supplements. Just to give you an idea, a bodybuilder usually
 consumes a kilo of tuna and around 20 eggs in one day. So sa
 pagkain pa lang, malaking halaga na ang kailangan."

 

Could this finally be the
 answer? 

Tanamor gains shot at
 gold

Ginebra coach refuses to
 delve on Adducul issue

Gallego edges Lining for
 Japan 9-Ball title 
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